#1 sounds of things hitting things

THUD!

WHACK!

SLAP!

SPLAT

CLUNK!

CLANG

click clink

PATTER

SLAM!

SMASH

CLATTER
#2 mechanical sounds

- Honk!
- Tick
- Click click
- Whirr
- Bong!
- Pen

#3 electronic sounds

- Beep!
- Ping!
- Blip
- Radar
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#4 organic sounds

- Crack!
- Snap!
- Crackle
- Sizzle
- Rumble

#5 water sounds

- Drip
- Fizz
- Splash!
- Saetch
- Gurggle
- Glug
#6 other sound words

- SQUEAL
- CREAK
- SWISH
- SCRAPER
- **Hiss**
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